
1 - 3 = RECOMMENDED 72% Friends and Family Responses - April 2018
4 - 5 = NOT RECOMMENDED 18%
6 - DON’T KNOW 0%

Dates Department Rating Response
03/04/2018 Andrew Finan 3
12/04/2018 Anthony Nally 1
14/04/2018 BLOODS PHLEBOTOMIST 1 Caring, compassionate doctors, professional and knowledgeable in there diagnosis.

19/04/2018 Samuel Esuga 4

I've found it very difficult to book an appointment. 

I'd booked with a gp apparently should have booked a lady gp!

I'm not bothered what gender my GP us and you've a lot more male GPs than female. 

The app doesn't give that instruction?

So I'd wasted my time and the doctors time!

I was told to rebook with a nurse and I could book that online. You can't. 

I've ended up with a female GP appointment which does mean for the future it will be even harder to get a follow up appointment if I need one 

because you've so few female GPs

You need to improve the narrative on the app to help ensure things like female GPs must be booked for gynaecological issues are stated clearly!!

19/04/2018 MEDICAL STUDENT MEDICAL STUDENT1 Lost interest now

25/04/2018 Samuel Esuga 1 Appointment on time (Ish) Dr excellent. He had even moved my chair closer to his desk as he knows from my last visit, I'm a bit mutt and Geoff.

27/04/2018 Karen Warner 1

I always feel listened to and understood. My GP knowledge is up to date and the advice given is always relevant and supportive. I never feel judged, 

like I'm taking up too much time or disregarded.
27/04/2018 Anthony Reid 1
30/04/2018 5 Make appointments more available. Ridiculous idea ringing at 8am in a morning when there is never anything available

30/04/2018 2

Change appointment system. Phone morning for morning appointments, phone after lunch for afternoon/evening appointment. Online appointment, 

weekly not monthly.
30/04/2018 3 Sure your soft/loud 'hold' music must make anyone with tension problems workse. I'm fine but drives me mad when I phone.


